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ST]MMARY

*eer¡

with a ventilating plant which acts on
the machinery generatcs a lot of heat

ted with fume-hoods ateach machine.

In order to control the displacement ventilation is uscd a traccr gas mcasuring equþment
from Bruel & Kjær - Denmark, ûo mcasure the age-of-air in different tevels in ttre
building.
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INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of air movement in buildings is imporønt for sotving problems with the
spread of indoor pollution.
Displacement ventilation in indusrial buildings with high level of indoor air pollution
needs control and regular supervision to se¿ure that the boundary layer benveen the
upper zone and the lower zone has the necessary level, so that the lower zone is
identical to the occupieÁ mne.

Measuring equipment fo¡ defining ai¡ movement in buildings almost always uses tracer
gas technique. In this investigation is used a new developed trac€r gas equipment to
mqNure the age-of-air in different levels in a large factory building with displacement
ventilation.

TIIE FACTORY BTJILDING

The factory building covers an area of 1,200 m2 and has a volume of 8,500 m3. The
building has a shed-roof with a minimum height of 5.3 m and a muimum height of 9.0
m.

The building is e4uipped with 22 injection moulding machines and 8 presses.
Production, check out and sort out of plastic components takes place in this building.
The machinery generates a lot of heat which gives the occ¿sion of powerful convective
air flow. After each moulding præess the machinery tools a¡e cleaned with compressed
air. This operation causes a tremendous spread ofpollution.
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The building is equipped with a'ventilating:;plant to remwe polluted air. The ventilating
plant acts on the principle of diqplacement ventilation. This principle is very well fitted
in rooms with a lot of excess heat and in rooms were pollution not effectively can be
removed by the source

The air flow'in the ventilatiíig plant is 29,000 m1n. öf this flow 8,450 rt/h cores
from tþe ñ¡me-þoods and 20,550 çl/h,poqg¡ from the shed exhaust.

MEASURERING EQ(mMENIT ,.: :r , : ;.,

The tracer gas measurering equipment that has been used in this investigation is from
. The.e4uipment

afld Doser
T:pc.¡:qzo-.,

consist oJ one Multi-gas.Monitor
Type 1303, The-sysrcm is re¡noæ

:lJ{ ì

based on, the. pJrotoacoustic

depends on the gas,, but the
thìeshold.

Multi-gas Monitor¿T),pe 1302 is the center in Ois measure.ing equipment. The monitor
is used for quantitative analysis of up to 5 components and water vapour in gas

. ..j. ,:i.,

ipfra-red {etection, method.
upper detection threshold is

The Multipoint Sampler and Doser Type 1303 is designed to air sampling and tempera-
ture measurements in up to 6 different locations and to deliver tracer gas to 6 different
locations.
From the Multipoint Sampler and Doser the air samples a¡e delivered to the Multi-gas
Monitor for analysis.

Application Software Typ 7620 is designed for remote controlling of I Multi-gas
Monitor and I or 2 Multipoint Sampler and Doser unis. This software enables
ventilation and air exchange measurements and multi-gas monitoring in up to 12

locations.
This software synchronizes measured hacer gas concent¡ations and the frcer gas dosing
which makes it possible to keep a constant concentration in several rooms. By the use
of 2 Multipoint Sampler and Doser units it is possible to make advanced meâsurements
using 2 different tracer gasses.

Application Software Type 7620 represent data in table or by graphic representation and
it is possible to make advanced calculations.
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lhe age'of-air r i' 'ti

By displacement vëntilation, clean air wi
zone, ànd the thermal:air flow in thèiroo
occuÉied zone
principle'of di
air only lies a
levels in thq,qoom the boundary layer level can be found.

The age-of-the air is an expiession'of the time ih which the'air remaì¡ls at a certain
point.

Tracer Gas Dosing and Samplüþ !

As tracer gas sulphur hexafluoride (SFr) is used.
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RESUL-TS

ttre'äge-óf-air durirtg the concentàtion decay becaúse

id the meåsured iùacer 'gas 'cöncêntration during the
, 'ti.l r'r. ;il ., :. ,. 'r. , .-l ,:1i: ' ' .' ::'

From the figure appears the'age-ofiair at diffe¡ênt levels of the room:
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The ageof-air in ¡ vertical cohmrn.

From the figr.rre appears that the age-of-air rises f¡om 1.2xld to 2.3x10 s (20 - 38 min)

in the zone from 1.7 to 4.0 m above the floor.

The ageof-air in the single measuring point 1.7 m above the floor is l.lxld s (18

min).

Consequently, the measurements sho$, that the principlc of displacement ventilation is

$,orking, and that the baundary layer level betwecn the clean and the polluted air lies

over the occupied zonc.
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DrsqussroN

.me!hQd. to
important'tg
s.

Some t¡acer gassEs,c¡m, for þstance,,occur in certai¡ þdu-qtrial .ç,f,tyfuo1Fpnts.,

In the actual measurement, the concentration with the dosed amount of tracer gas, ought
to be constant of 18 mg/m3 in the supply air-outlets, but.not¡norethan-10 mglml.were
measured. This is due to the fact that the tracer gas is not absolutely mixed in the
central aggregate before the distribution to the supply air outlets in each side of the
factory hall.

The main reason whytiticrnot possible to calculaþ*þe*ge.of-thp-airc,ffiom tire growing
concenhation is that it has been a problem to achieve a sufficient mixing of the hacer
gas.

At 1.7 m above the floor the age-of-air is measured to be 20 min in the middle of the
floor, and 18 min 3 m from the wall. This indicate that ttre distribution of fresh air is
acceptable all over the building.
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CONCLUSION
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The measurements carried out show that the principlå bf¿tlíé'dtspttrìtÞrnent ventilation

change..
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